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Slide Activity Notes/Materials 

 

 

(Slide 1) Questioning and Task Selection  
Module 2   Grades 3-5   Questioning and Task Selection 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

(Slide 2) Overview of Modules   
Remind participants that Module 1 focused on defining clear learning targets.   
Provide time (about five minutes) for participants to share the results of the Putting Ideas 
into Practice activity from Module 1 at their table groups. They should focus on these 
questions: 
What did you consider when choosing the learning target? 
What was the effect of the feedback of other teachers on the learning target? 
What adjustments were made as a result of what was learned about the students during the 
unit? 
 
This module will focus on the importance of good tasks and questions to probe students 
thinking and guide planning. 
 

 

 

 

(Slide 3) Teaching-Learning Cycle   
Quickly remind participants of this framework for our modules.  Ask them to look back in 
their journals or notes to review the discussions related to learning targets.   
 
Ask, “Have you thought any differently about planning lessons related to learning targets?   
 
Have you been better able to identify learning targets within the standards and objectives 
you are teaching?”   
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(Slide 4) Questioning and Task Selection  
The first part of the module focuses on asking good questions to support learning. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

(Slide 5) The Role of Questioning   
Ask participants to briefly discuss with a partner some kinds of questions they ask students 
and jot these down in notes.  
 
Ask: What are the advantages to planning questions while planning a lesson?  
What are the difficulties? 
 

 

 

 

(Slide 6) Teachers’ Purposes for Questions   
Briefly mention these classifications of questions, which will be explained in detail on the 
next slides.   
As we go through the next slides, it is important to remind participants that we need to 
think about why we are asking questions, and that, if a question is worth asking, we need to 
wait for an answer and listen carefully to students’ responses. 
 

 

 

 

(Slide 7) Engaging Questions   
Ask if participants have examples of engaging questions on their lists of questions they 
generated that they ask in their own classrooms (from Slide 5).   
Why are engaging questions important to ask students? Discussion should include that they 
allow for ALL students to enter the discussion. At this point you aren’t looking for right or 
wrong answers, but eliciting student thoughts and opinions. 
 
Ask participants to generate and share some more engaging questions to put in their notes.  
Examples:  
How did you begin to solve this problem?   
What information did you find most useful?  
Can you say in your own words what you are trying to find out? 
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(Slide 8) Engaging Questions   
Engaging questions are often used to start a discussion or bring the class back together into 
a discussion. After 3 or 4 exchanges with one student, it may be important to re-engage the 
class.  
The engaging question on the slide is designed to get the conversation started since there is 
a number of ways students might respond. The question, “What is the answer?” wouldn’t 
be very engaging since it has only one correct response. 
 

 

 

 

(Slide 9) Refocusing Questions  
Discuss the points on the slide.  Ask if participants have examples of refocusing questions 
on their lists (from slide 5).   
 
Why are refocusing questions important to ask students?   
Point out that while engaging questions can be generic, refocusing questions tend to be 
more specific.  Teachers must be careful not to ask questions to lead students to the answer, 
which eliminates opportunities for students to reason or think for themselves – rather ask 
questions just to get them on the right track. 
 

 

 

 

(Slide 10) Refocusing Questions   
Refocusing questions are usually used when you feel that students are working in 
unproductive ways. Sometimes students get bogged down in one way of thinking and need 
some alternative ways of thinking about the problem.  
 
While we do not want to do the thinking for the students, it is important to help students 
think productively to avoid overwhelming frustration without leading them too much.   
 
A refocusing question can help point students in a productive way.  Be careful NOT to ask 
step-by-step questions that lead students to the correct answer without understanding what 
the answer means or thinking for themselves.   
 
The question from the slide wasn’t leading; it was designed to help students rethink the 
visual image.  
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(Slide 11) Clarifying and Probing Questions  
Ask if participants have examples of clarifying questions on their lists (from slide 5).  
 
Why are clarifying questions important to ask students?   
Clarifying questions help students think about their own thinking and develop important 
communication skills such as speaking clearly about their own thinking and listening 
carefully to the thinking of others. 
 

 

 

 

(Slide 12) Clarifying and Probing Questions   
Teachers ask clarifying questions in response to what students have written or said. They 
help students make clear what is meant, both for themselves and for other students. Probing 
questions are types of clarifying questions. They help teachers uncover student’s thinking 
when it is unusual or unclear.   
 
“What did you mean when you said that?” is a good generic clarifying question. But 
generic questions alone are not enough; teachers should follow-up with questions that get 
at the mathematical concepts specific to the task.  In the example question on the slide, the 
teacher may have felt that the student was thinking correctly, but wanted the class to also 
understand that student’s thinking 
 

 

 

 

(Slide 13) Integrating Purposes of Questions   
It is important for teachers to integrate purposes for their questions. All classroom 
discussions should have a main thread and teachers need to keep the discussion and tasks 
focused around that main idea.  
 
It is easy for discussions to lose the sense of direction and the students will likely not 
remember the key mathematical ideas of the learning targets.   
All questions teachers ask should elicit information that helps determine student 
understanding and promote student learning.  
That is the critical link between instruction and assessment. 
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(Slide 14) Asking Good Questions  
Make the following points: 
Waiting for answers is important 
Teachers tend to wait less than 3 seconds for an answer – not long enough for many 
students to even process the question.  Without waiting for an answer, we will never find 
out what that child knows and understands.  You might remind participants of the number 
talk strategy from year one, which allowed for students to come up with multiple answers 
or strategies while some students take the time to come up with only one or two. 
 
Questions may need to be rephrased for clarity to student 
If student seems not to understand a question, it may not be because he/she doesn’t know 
what you are getting at, but because the student does not understand the question in the 
way it was asked.   
 
More probing questions need to be asked, not just factual questions  
This gets at Blooms Taxonomy and the need to lead children to higher order thinking 
skills.  We will learn more about what the child understands beyond facts he/she may have 
memorized without understanding. 
 
Ask only one question at a time 
Allow students to process and think about one question rather than bombarding them with 
several, unless a series of questions is meant to be motivational rather than information 
gathering.  Again, we are giving children time to think about their response. 
 
Be open to expected answers 
Children may give correct answers with appropriate mathematical thinking that are not the 
ones we expect.  We must understand the math enough to recognize good mathematical 
thinking when we see and hear it. 
 
So much of questioning is contextual  
Children will understand questions only in the context in which they are asked.  Take time 
to think about the context in which you are asking questions so that you are getting the 
answers that will give you the information you need. It is important in the lesson planning 
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stage to think about the questions you will ask and the way the children will “hear” them. 
 
It is also important to reiterate that being able to use good questions and learn from them is 
largely a function of a classroom environment, which is safe enough for the children to 
give honest answers.   
 
Also crucially important is the mathematical knowledge of the teacher.  We need to be 
willing to find out more about the math we are teaching and not just rely on the math we 
may have been taught in school. 
 

 

 

(Slide 15) What are Good Questions?   
Briefly go over the points on this slide. Then move to the next slide. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

(Slide 16) Features of Good Questions   
Go over the points on the slide quickly.   
 
Point participants to the handout on Bloom’s taxonomy for guidance on different levels of 
thinking that may be accessed through good questions.   
 
 

 

 

 

(Slide 17) Tasks, Questions, and Problems   
The next several slides deal with routine and non-routine questions and how these 
questions are also considered tasks.  
 
A task does not have to be an activity that is found in a book; questions can also be tasks 
that are higher or lower level, depending on the thinking skills involved and the intellectual 
engagement elicited by the question. These questions (tasks) are not the questions that 
teachers also ask to support tasks (such as probing or clarifying questions).  
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(Slide 18) Routine or Non-Routine Questions   
Non-routine questions often require greater intellectual engagement to complete; however, 
just saying, “explain your thinking” doesn’t make an item more demanding.  
 
Routine questions tend to be ones that require a response from memory and therefore 
require less intellectual engagement, BUT be careful not to indicate that all routine 
questions are lower level. There are many NAEP and TIMSS items that require higher 
levels of thinking that are NOT open-ended or non-routine questions.  
 
Routine versus non-routine has more to do with applying a procedure vs. using a strategy 
than high or low intellectual engagement.  
 
Direct participants to the NAEP Levels of Complexity in the handout for easy reference 
during the rest of the module. 
 

 

 

 

(Slide 19) Routine or Non-Routine Questions   
Here is an example of how tweaking a routine or less engaging question can turn it into a 
non-routine or more engaging question.   
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

(Slide 20) Transforming a Routine Question   
The level of a task or question will determine the kind of assessment information we can 
glean from student responses to it. While the goal of this module is not to discuss creating 
tasks or questions, a quick activity is shared here to show how easy it can be to turn a 
routine question into a non-routine one – one way to give us as teachers greater access to 
student thinking and understanding. 
 
Have groups share possible non-routine questions.  
One example: 
 In my pocket I have 75 cents, what coins might I have?  
Can you think of three or more possible answers? 
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(Slide 21) Talk at Your Tables   
Allow groups to discuss this briefly. Research supports that some frustration/struggle is 
good (disequilibrium). Students aren’t learning if everything is too easy for them! It 
becomes the teacher’s responsibility to monitor this struggle and provide appropriate 
support to students that need it. Teachers need to know their students well in order to do 
this.   
 

 

 

 

(Slide 22) Questioning and Task Selection   
The second part of the module focuses on identifying and creating worthwhile tasks that 
promote student learning. 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

(Slide 23) Why Focus on Tasks?   
The mathematical tasks that we as teachers choose for our students are critically important 
in determining what mathematics they are learning and how they are learning it.   It is 
important that we learn to identify quality tasks that will lead children to the mathematical 
understandings and skills that they need.   
We must learn how to use the tasks that are available to us in textbooks and in other 
resources in new ways – modifying and improving them to fit the needs of our students in 
particular through the use of good questioning as children work through a task or discuss it 
afterwards.  In the framework of these modules, identifying and creating tasks are not only 
essential to good teaching and student learning, but also to giving teachers opportunities to 
learn about their students’ thinking and understanding.   
 

 

 

 

(Slide 24) No Title (Quote)   
Have participants read the quote.  Task selection is not easy or simple, but it is one of the 
most important aspects of teaching. Have participants think back to the first module’s 
discussion of learning targets.  Ask how being specific about learning targets would help 
with choosing worthwhile, meaningful tasks.  See the next slide for some of the reasons 
that task selection is so important. 
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(Slide 25) Why Focus on Tasks?   
Make the points on the slide about why good tasks are important.  Mention also that the 
lack of good tasks does the reverse, creating a learning environment that can not only 
inhibit students interest in mathematics but also hinders intellectual growth and 
independent thinking. 
(…paraphrased from George Polya 1973/1945) 
 

 

 

 

(Slide 26) Characteristics of Tasks   
Participants will look at the two tasks on the following slides to compare them and 
determine characteristics of each task. Ask the participants NOT to think about grade level 
appropriateness or background experiences of the students. We need them to compare these 
tasks based on what they ask the students to do and understand, not on the difficulty of the 
task. What is difficult for a first grade student may be easy for a fourth grade student even 
though the mathematics remains the same. 
 
Direct participants to the Characteristics of Tasks handout for note taking. 
Presenter Note: Task 2 requires students to be more intellectually engaged and to give 
more in-depth thinking around the same learning target as Task 1. See notes for each 
individual task for further delineation between the two tasks. 
 

 

 

 

(Slide 27) Task 1   
Direct participants to read the slide, or have a volunteer to read the slide.  Discussion will 
follow the second task; do not take time to discuss the task here. 
 
Presenter background knowledge: This task requires limited intellectual engagement in 
order for it to be completed. There is little ambiguity about what needs to be done and how 
to do it. Students are basically asked to recognize an area problem and apply an algorithm. 
The way a student solves this task may be procedural or conceptual. If a student just 
completes the algorithm, there may be limited opportunity to see the depth of the student’s 
understanding. The teacher may have to make high inferences about what the student 
understands whereas in task 2, there is greater opportunity to see depth of student 
understanding since this task requires students to go beyond simply applying a procedure. 
(Inferences will be discussed in detail in a later module.) 
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(Slide 28) Task 2   
Direct participants to read the slide, or have a volunteer read the slide. Discussion will 
follow this slide; do not take time to discuss the task here. 
 
Presenter background knowledge: This is an intellectually engaging task. It requires 
complex, non-algorithmic thinking. Students need to explore the concept of area and 
perimeter and the relationships of the two. Students will have to activate prior knowledge 
to help work through this task. It may be an opportunity for students to collaborate as they 
work through the problem to discover possible solutions. The students will be using and 
extending the knowledge they have already developed on area and perimeter. It is not a 
simple exercise like Task 1 that is focused on using a procedure or algorithm to produce a 
single answer although students should identify and justify appropriate solutions.  
 

 

 

 

(Slide 29) Comparisons   
Allow participants time to work in groups and compare these two tasks.  Remind 
participants to think about all aspects of an instructional plan including: setting up the task, 
implementing the task, and debriefing the task 
After the groups have had some time to discuss these points, start a chart listing 
characteristics of intellectually engaging tasks. (Possible points to be mentioned by the 
group – engaging, challenging, cooperative learning, multiple solutions or solution paths, 
etc.) 
Leave the chart up throughout the training so you’ll be able to refer to it or add to it during 
later modules. 
 

 

 

 

(Slide 30) Task Sort   
Give each group of participants a set of task cards to sort into two piles according to the 
directions on the slide.  Each group needs to reach consensus on the categories for each of 
these tasks. The tasks were selected from a variety of textbooks, resources from DPI, and 
other readily available resources for teachers. 
 
After the groups have their tasks sorted, instruct them to list the task sort in their journals 
indicating which tasks they placed in the more and less intellectually engaging categories 
and to note any that seem not to fit in either category.  
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Make a three-column chart on the board. Label the ends More Intellectually Engaging and 
Less Intellectually Engaging, leaving the middle column blank. Ask a group to give you 
their ranking and put it on the board in the appropriate column.  
 
If any group disagrees with any of the tasks listed, erase that task from the column and 
move it to the middle column. [Possibly use cards to move around on chart if board is not 
available.]   
Continue moving tasks until all groups agree with the placements of the tasks listed under 
More and Less columns. That will leave you only with the questionable tasks in the middle 
to discuss and determine if they are More or Less Engaging tasks.  
 
Have groups argue their points and see if group can reach consensus. Then let them know 
where the writers placed these tasks if they feel the need for the “answers”.  
A copy of the tasks is provided on the CD. 
 

 

 

(Slide 31) Less to More   
Discuss the points on the slide. 
 
This is a less intellectually engaging task.  Have participants suggest ways to make the task 
more intellectually engaging.   
See the next slide for a possibility. 
 

 

 

 

(Slide 32) Less to More   
Discuss the problem on the slide.  
 
This is an example of a more intellectually engaging task.  It requires a deeper level of 
engagement and more understanding of the underlying concepts of multiplication and 
division than the previous task, which was basically algorithmic in nature.  Asking for 
more than one answer extends the engagement of the students.   
 
Problems do not have to be overly complicated or complex to be more engaging. A simple 
change, such as changing what is unknown, can increase the thinking level for the problem. 
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(Slide 33) Less to More   
Direct participants to the Less to More handout.  Have participants select one of the less 
engaging tasks from the task sort and reword it to be a more engaging task. Have 
volunteers share their revised tasks.  
 
Discuss what information about student thinking and understanding can be gleaned from 
each task.  Ask participants when they would choose to use each task.   
 

 

 

 

(Slide 34) Less to More:  Turn and Talk   
Ask the questions on the slide.   
It is important to identify the mathematical purpose of classroom tasks in order to ensure 
that students are working toward the intended learning targets.   
Teachers should plan additional questions to focus students’ thinking to help lead them 
toward the intended learning targets! The questions should center on the important math 
that is to be learned. 
 
Ask participants if there is a time for students to complete less engaging task.  When would 
that be? Make sure participants understand that skill and practice (procedures without 
connections) are important to help develop automaticity and autonomy once the skill has 
been mastered. Like everything, a good balance is critical! Be sure to connect the task to 
the purpose – what is the opportunity for student learning and what assessment information 
can be gained from using this task. 
 

 

 

 

(Slide 35) Keep in Mind…   
This graphic illustrates the Zone of Proximal Development that must be the target of 
instruction for any given child if he/she is going to experience growth in learning. It is the 
zone between tasks that are too easy and those that are too difficult even with support. The  
 
ZPD for each child may be different from the other children in the class; some may be 
quite different from the majority of the class.  Support can come from class discussions of 
tasks that allow students to hear other’s thinking and often resolve their own questions, 
rather than over-reliance on teacher input. 
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(Slide 36) Maintaining Higher Level Tasks   
This slide lists ways for teachers to be sure that they keep the high level tasks at a high 
level. Any high level task can be turned into a low level task if teachers aren’t careful.  
When teachers lead students through tasks or have leading questions that reduce the 
complexity of the task by taking over student thinking or leading students through the 
steps, the task is no longer high level.  
 
Other factors can also reduce the level of the task; for example, unclear task expectations, 
lack of the prior knowledge needed to perform the task, poor classroom management, or 
unmotivated students. A factor like lack of prior knowledge would seem to make the task a 
higher-level one, but actually it would decrease the level of intellectual engagement 
because the student would not have the knowledge and skills to bring to the task so the 
engagement with the task would not be high.  Remember we are talking about level of 
engagement, not level of difficulty. 
 

 

 

 

(Slide 37) Selecting and Supporting Tasks  
These are all of the things that need to be thought about and carefully planned before 
giving tasks to students to do. Understanding the learning target and what experiences 
students need before completing the task is imperative to consider during planning. If 
teachers also think through the misconceptions and errors students may make as well as 
possible methods they will use, then some questions can be planned to avoid thinking “on 
the fly” or being caught off guard and having to think “on your feet”.  This will give the 
students a richer mathematical experience. 
 

 

 

 

(Slide 38) Selecting and Supporting Tasks   
This slide outlines the process of selecting and implementing tasks.  
 
Some points to make:  
Questions need to be planned and thought through before tasks are given to students.  
Teachers should monitor and search for solution paths to share during the discussion and 
understand that the order of sharing these solutions can help build students’ understanding 
of the learning targets.  
Students should make connections between the strategies being shared and strategies or 
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content they have learned previously.  
What you do tomorrow will need to build on what happened today, not what was written in 
the plan book last week.  This is what makes any activity we do formative – the results 
“form” what we choose to do next. 
 

 

 

(Slide 39) Instruction and Formative Assessment   
Hopefully, the discussion led the group to discover that instruction and assessment has 
many overlaps. We assess while we instruct and we instruct to assess student 
understanding. When the two are used together and the information gained about student 
understanding is used to inform our instruction, then true student learning can occur. 
Teachers can then help groups and individual students optimize their learning while 
holding all students to the same high expectations. 
 
The graphic is showing that when assessment and instruction go hand-in-hand, greater 
student learning is achieved. 
 

 

 

 

(Slide 40) Reflection   
Have participants summarize what makes a good mathematical task.  
 
We hope they will refer back to the poster and add things like: addressing important 
mathematical concepts, interesting and engaging to students, requires students to make 
connections, may have multiple solutions or solution paths, etc. 
 

 

 

 

(Slide 41) Putting Ideas into Practice   
Discuss the assignment with the group.   
Time will be provided at the beginning of the next module to review the assignment. 
 
 
 
 

 

 (Slides 42-45) Credit Slides 
 

 

 


